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ABSTRACT
Coregistered optoacoustic (OA) and ultrasound (US) images obtained using a dual modality optoacoustic/ultrasonic
breast imaging system are used together for enhanced diagnostic capabilities in comparison to each individual
technology. Therefore, an operator-independent delineation of diagnostically relevant objects (in our case breast tumors)
with subsequent automatic analysis of image features is required. We developed the following procedure: 1) Image
filtering is implemented on a US image to minimize speckle noise and simultaneously preserve the sharpness of the
boundaries of the extended objects; 2) Boundaries of the objects of interest are automatically delineated starting with an
initial guess made by an operator; 3) Both US and OA images are analyzed using the detected boundaries (contrast,
boundary sharpness, homogeneity of the objects and background, boundary morphology parameters are calculated).
Calculated image characteristics can be used for statistically independent evaluation of structural information (US data)
and vascularization (OA data) of the studied breast tissues. Operator-independent delineation of the objects of interest
(e.g. tumors and blood vessels) is essential in clinical OA spectroscopy (using multiple laser wavelengths to quantify
concentrations of particular tissue chromophores, such as oxy- and deoxy- hemoglobin, water, and lipids). Another
potential application of the suggested image analysis algorithm could be in OA imaging system design, when system
performance should be evaluated in terms of quality of the images reconstructed from the well-defined objects of
interest. The discussed principles of image analysis are illustrated by using real clinical US and OA data.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We developed dual modality breast cancer imaging system with a commercial handheld ultrasonic probe1,2. This new
laser optoacoustic/ultrasonic imaging system (LOUIS) combines ultrasound tissue visualization with optoacoustic
imaging of blood distribution. Ultrasonic mode allows good visualization of the possible tumor since its acoustic
properties are known to be different from the normal breast tissue, and the tumor shape somehow correlates with its
malignancy3.
Optical absorption is closely associated with hemoglobin concentration and oxygen saturation4-6. Breast tumors have
increased blood concentration due to their own microvasculature7,8, so optoacoustic imaging provides functional
information directly correlated with cancer angiogenesis.
Tumor boundaries may or may not coincide in reconstructed images for both modalities respectively. Therefore, it is
particularly important to have a standardized method of boundary delineation for further image analysis. In this study we
propose a semi-automated algorithm of boundary recognition as well as the set of parameters to quantify two image
domains (inside and outside of the boundary) as well as the boundary morphology.
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The major system components and principles of operation were described in our previous publications2.
We use the image processing protocol that can be applied in the same way to the images obtained regardless of the
modality used. The algorithms were coded in Matlab (MathWorks Inc.). First we apply the US image filtering to smooth
the background speckle noise. Then operator draws the initial guess boundary around the region of interest (ROI) since a
fully automated boundary detection approach is not possible on images that contain irrelevant objects and/or artifacts.
The initial boundary is drawn on US image assuming it provides better visualization of tumor location due to strong
specular reflections from its anterior and posterior boundaries. Automated boundary detection algorithm corrects the
initial boundary by snapping it to the points of the highest gradient in the neighborhood of the initial guess. Parameters
that define tumor size and location, such as perimeter, area, center of masses, are calculated for the detected boundary.
Contrast and sharpness of ROI are calculated based on the approach described in our previous work2. Boundary
morphology is estimated in a set of parameters based on its shape (radial distance mean, radial distance standard
deviation, eccentricity, compactness, local and global roughness).

3. RESULTS
3.1 Image filtering
Automatic image segmentation and boundary recognition techniques cannot be directly applied to the OA or US images.
The images may contain irrelevant objects and artifacts as well as background speckle noise. Nonlinear diffusion
filtering is one of the most promising approaches since it smoothes the image while retains the relatively sharp edges of
extended objects9. We used the custom-made Matlab function based on adaptive diffusion image filtering with
diffusivity function which corresponds to backward diffusion (edge enhancing total variance flow)10. Fig. 1 illustrates
the effect of filtering on the outcome of the boundary detection.
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Figure 1: a – original image with initial guess boundary; b – filtered image with initial guess boundary; c – original image with
autodetected boundary; d – filtered image with autodetected boundary
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3.2 Boundarry detection
Operator draaws an initial guess
g
boundarry delineating the
t potential ROI
R (Figure 1bb). Automatedd boundary reccognition
function connverts it to the ‘true’ boundaary based on user-defined
u
seettings, which include the diistance from thhe initial
boundary (loocal neighborho
ood), gradient threshold,
t
smooothing and maagnet coefficiennts.
The gradientt magnitude an
nd direction aree calculated forr the filtered US
U image usingg Sharr operatoor. Then each group
g
of
five consecuutive pixels of the initial bouundary is fit ussing the linear regression. Eaach particular fitted line reprresents a
tangent to thhe central (i.e. the 3rd one) point
p
of the coorresponding group.
g
For each pixel of the boundary the norm is
evaluated as a line that is orthogonal to the correspondding tangent. The
T projectionns of the imagee intensity graadient on
each norm arre calculated and
a weighted by
b the magnet coefficients
c
(seee below). Forr the user-speciified distance from
f
the
initial bounddary, the point with
w the maxim
mum absolute value of the weighted
w
gradieent projection is
i found, and thhis point
is set as the new
n boundary point. Next, some of the new
w boundary pooints could be eliminated if their
t
weighted gradient
projections are
a below the sp
pecified threshhold. Then the boundary
b
is sm
moothed with Savitzky-Golay
S
y filter and the possible
gaps are filleed by linear in
nterpolation. After
A
that the booundary recoggnition process is iteratively repeated with the new
boundary as an initial guess until the overall boundary sharpness
s
remaains unchangedd or decreases. The overall boundary
b
sharpness is defined
d
as a su
um of gradient magnitudes at all points of thhe boundary.
The magnet coefficient (Eq
q. 1) is a tradeooff between thee human and machine
m
percepption of the objject boundariees. If it is
anticipated thhat the ‘true’ boundary
b
is close to the initial one (based onn the operator’’s expertise, forr instance), thee magnet
parameter M should be set to 1. If the ‘truue’ boundary can
c be at any distance
d
within the predefinedd range from thhe initial
one, than thee magnet param
meter should bee set to 0. The weight coefficcient w is then defined as a function
fu
of the distance
from the initiial boundary x as follows:

⎛ ⎛π ⎞ ⎞
w(x) = 1 + M ⋅ ⎜⎜ cos⎜ x ⎟ − 1⎟⎟
⎝ ⎝ 2n ⎠ ⎠

(1)

where x is the distance from
m the central pooint of the initiial boundary (rranged from –nn to n), and n iss defined by thhe size of
the local bouundary neighbo
orhood. Fig. 2 illustrates
i
weigght coefficient function for diifferent magnett parameters.

Figure 2: Magnet weigh
ht coefficient as a function of relative distance from
f
the boundarry for different magnet
m
parameteers.

3.3 Boundarry morphology
y parameters
We developed the set off parameters related
r
to the morphology of the bounddary. This set includes ecceentricity,
compactness, global and local
l
roughnesss, radial distaance mean, annd radial distannce standard deviation.
d
We use the
following deefinitions: xi , yi – coordinatess of the i-th RO
OI boundary pooint; X0 , Y0 – coordinates
c
of ROI center off masses;
ri – radial disstance of the i-th ROI boundaary point (withh respect to the ROI center off masses); – average of {ri }; XBFC ,
YBFC – coorddinates of the center
c
of the cirrcle, which is best-fit
b
to the ROI
R boundary; RBFC – its raadius; P – perimeter of
ROI; A – areea of ROI; N – number of RO
OI boundary pooints.
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Then we can define the following parameters:

Eccentricity =

λ1
λ2

(2)

where λ1 and λ2 are the eigenvalues of the following matrix:
N
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⎢ N i =1
⎢ ( x − X )( y − Y )
i
0
i
0
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N

⎤
− Y0 )⎥
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N
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Global _ Roughness = ⎣

(3)
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We use the following algorithm to calculate the local roughness parameter:
•

Calculate the ‘snake segment’ – N points constituting the first millimeter of a boundary;

•

Determine tangent line to this segment and calculate its slope St;

•

Determine curvature of this segment as C=1/RBFC(N); where RBFC(N) – radius of the circle, which is best-fit to the
N points of the “snake segment”;

•

Apply that procedure to all consecutive segments of the boundary for all points (like a snake) and determine the
array of C and St values;

•

Calculate the differentials of those arrays, since we’re interested in certain boundary regions where the
significant change of tangent slope or curvature takes place;

•

Normalize the differentials to [0; 1] interval and determine how many boundary points have values over 0.5: N1
(for tangent slopes) and N2 (for curvatures);

•

Calculate the local boundary roughness as (N1+N2)/(N-N1-N2).

Figure 3: Dual-modality image of the breast tumor and the detected ROI boundary.
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Fig. 3 shows the part of the interface of the LOUIS program with a reconstructed OA image of a breast tumor on the top
of the co-registered US image and the detected boundary of the tumor. Functional and morphological parameters for that
image are displayed on Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Functional and morphological parameters calculated for the breast tumor.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The image processing protocol has been developed to analyze the US and OA clinical images to enhance the diagnostics
of breast cancer. Standardized procedure includes delineation of ROI containing breast tumor with the following
quantification based on its intensity in both modalities as well as its shape. Preliminary studies showed that computerassisted boundary recognition algorithm produce good results in localizing the tumor.
The future prospects are to apply the developed protocol to the set of clinical OA and US images for blind processing.
The goal of this study will be to delineate the tumor boundaries and calculate the tumor functional and morphological
parameters, and to apply the relevant statistical tests to find of there any statistically significant difference between the
malignant and benign tumors.
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